Characters
Rugglie (M)
Fabreeze (F)
Bob (M)*
Mischa (F)
Kitty (F)**
Ffiona (F)
Christian (M)
Liam (M)
Juleee (F)
Fox (M)*
Gridlock (F)
Tantalana (F)
Doulton (M)
Pepe (M)
Zell (M)
Rugby man (M)
Karisma (F)
Brittony (F)
Connolly (M)
Clara (F)
Mrs So (F)

An indecisive and jittery hotel manager who’s not up to the job
An eager to please assistant hotel manager
He’s a criminal masquerading as a dozy hotel porter
A self-absorbed, aloof, ageing dancer. A guest at the hotel
A sweet, elderly lady. A guest at the hotel
A cheerful, professional, and polite hotel maid
A loud, vain, and insensitive undercover food inspector
A well-dressed, professional gentleman. A hotel guest
A young police detective. She’s cynical yet resourceful and clever
A police inspector. He’s efficient although a bit impulsive
A police chief inspector. She’s eccentric and self-confident
An officious, domineering, lawyer
A charming con man
A hotel chef. He’s impatient, intolerant, and permanently grumpy
A thief who’s disguised as an assistant hotel chef
He’s a hotel guest who is loud and a bit drunk
A young hotel maid. She’s rather unsure of herself.
A bluntly spoken, impatient, convention organiser
A self-important, defensive, doctor who is hiding a dark secret
A receptionist with a heavy cold
A very polite and well-dressed lady

Other non-speaking characters (not requisite)
Rugby players
Chinese guests
Other hotel guests
* Bob and Fox should be played by performers with similar heights and builds. Bob should wear a fake
beard or moustache.
** Kitty is an extremely elderly lady
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Scene 1 – The lobby of a hotel

(We are in the lobby of a large hotel, the Cosmopolitan in London. The manager,
Mr Rugglie is discussing the guest list with the Assistant manager, Miss Fabreeze.
There is a display of Chinese dragons and Chinese stuff behind them. Welcome
Honoured Guests is written on a board in Mandarin and English. There is a
reception desk at up stage right. On the desk are 2 stand-up name plates. One has
the words Mr C Rugglie. Manager written on it. The other says Reception. Rugglie is
at centre stage, talking to Mrs Fabreeze. A maid, Ffiona, is dusting a pot plant,
positioned on the floor next to the reception desk. It is night. A fire alarm bell
sounds)
Rugglie:

And don’t forget, we have the priceless porcelain exhibitors showing in the Alfresco
room tomorrow.

Fabreeze:

What about the two rugby fans’ conventions?

Rugglie:

Oh, yes. The Welsh and the English. Have we got anywhere for them?

Fabreeze:

Can’t we just stick them in the Alfresco suite as well.

Rugglie:

Yeah. Why not? Can’t see any problem with that.
(The fire alarm bell sounds. Mischa, Christian, Kitty, Brittony, Connolly,
Tantalana, Pepe, Clara, and Zell enter the lobby)

Mischa:

Really! This is most inconvenient. My new play opens tomorrow and I need my beauty
Sleep.

Fabreeze:

My apologies Miss Schmidt. It’s probably just a faulty wire or something.

Christian:

Are we in any immediate danger? It’s just that I was halfway through cutting my toenails.
I’ve just had a bath you see and it’s important to cut them when they’re soft and pliable.
(Christian holds up a toenail for everyone’s inspection)

Clara:

Oh yuck!
(Rugglie exits stage right)

Kitty:

This is so exciting. It reminds me of the war you know. There you’d be, fast asleep and,
suddenly, you’d be awake and there was Gerry and you’d just have to drop everything
and run for it. There’d be crashing and banging everywhere. Oh, it were ever so scary
when Gerry turned up.

Ffiona:

Well there’s no Germans around here Mrs Kitson. We’ll soon have this sorted.

Kitty:

Oh, no love. I’m talking about Gerry, my husband Gerry.

Brittony:

Look. Can I get a drink round here? I’ve got to organise the convention tomorrow and
I’m damned if I’m doing it sober.
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Rugglie:

(Re-entering from stage right) Panic over, everyone. Someone had accidentally set off
an alarm in the corridor. Sorry to inconvenience you. You can all go back to your rooms
now.

Christian:

About time. I can feel them hardening already.

Mischa:

If I miss any lines tomorrow, I’ll sue the pants off you, Rugglie.
(The guests exit, grumbling. Bob, the porter, enters)

Bob:

There’s a late arrival for the China convention Mr Rugglie.

Rugglie:

Take the bags up to room 14, Bob.

Bob:

Right ho, Mr Rugglie.

Rugglie:

Er. Just call me sir, Bob. We don’t need the ‘mister’.

Bob:

Right you are Sir Bob.

Rugglie:

No. I mean, don’t call me mister, Bob.

Bob:

But, I didn’t call you Mister Bob.

Rugglie:

Look. Just call me sir.

Bob:

Right ho, Mr Rugglie.
(Bob exits. Liam Sheen enters followed by Bob with his luggage)

Liam:

Hello. I believe you’ve got a room for me. I’m here for the China exhibition. Have you
got a safe to keep these in? They’re very expensive porcelain.
(He puts two china dolls on the reception counter)

Rugglie:

Yes, of course sir. Er...did you say porcelain?

Liam:

Yes. That’s right.

Rugglie:

Well that’s a bit of a coincidence sir. We have a porcelain convention staying here. You
could get one of them to value your dolls.

Liam:

But I’m with the porcelain convention.

Rugglie:

I thought you said you were with the China con… (Looking at display) Oh, china is a
type of porcelain. isn’t it?

Liam:

Yes, of course it is.

Rugglie:

(Calling off) Ffiona! Can you take down this display please.

Ffiona:

Yes, right away Mr Rugglie.
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Rugglie:

(Returning to the counter) Could you sign in please, Mr?

Liam:

Sheen, Liam Sheen. (Signing in)

Fabreeze:

Your room’s straight up the stairs and the second on the right.
(Bob enters)

Bob:

Sir! There’s a dead man in room 14.

Fabreeze:

Oh my goodness.

Rugglie:

Are you sure, Bob?
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Bob:

Yes Mr Rugglie. Dead sure!

Fabreeze:

(Picking up ‘phone) Police, please. This is the Cosmopolitan Hotel. There’s been a
murder.
(Lights down. Tabs closed)
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Scene 2 – Bedroom 14 at the hotel
(Tabs open. Lights up. Rugglie and Fabreeze are standing next to the bed, stage
right. Doulton is dead on the bed, face up, arms and knees raised and with a dart
sticking directly out of his left eye. There is a chair at stage left)
Rugglie:

How could this happen Miss Fabreeze? There isn’t even meant to be a guest in this room.

Fabreeze:

Don’t worry sir. The police will be here any minute.

Rugglie:

But, why are they taking so long? I can’t bear this.

Fabreeze:

Yes, it’s terrible isn’t it, sir?
(Inspector Fox and Detective Sergeant D.S. Juleee Chase enter)

Fox:

I’m Inspector Fox and this is D.S Chase. Chief Inspector Gridlock has been contacted and
will be joining us soon.

Rugglie:

What? The Detective Inspector Gridlock?

Juleee:

None other.

Fabreeze:

Gosh! That’s exciting!

Fox:

There’s nothing exciting about murder, Miss. Is this exactly how the body was found?

Rugglie:

Yes, exactly.

Fox:

Obviously a struggle was involved. Juleee, look at the victim’s posture, the determination
in his face. (Plucking the dart out) and the smell of (Sniffing dart) arsenic
I believe. There’s only one way to be sure (Attempting to lick the dart).

Juleee:

(Snatching it) No! There’s such a thing as being too sure.

Fox:

Hmmm. Juleee. See if you can find any clues to the victim’s identity around here.

Rugglie:

There’s no need. He’s Mr Doulton, the valuer for the China exhibition. He is…er was the
world’s greatest expert on porcelain.

Fabreeze:

He booked in yesterday. But he wasn’t booked into this room.

Pepe:

(Entering, dressed as a chef) Vot zee hell is all dis noise? I haf to cook for about a
million people tomorrow and I need my sleepy time.

Fox:

This happens to be a crime scene sir. Who exactly are you anyway?

Rugglie:

This is Pepe, the world celebrated chef.

Juleee:

Then what, may we ask, is the world celebrated Pepe doing in his chef’s uniform, if he’s
meant to be sleeping?
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Pepe:

Zees happen to be designer pyjamas. Zey are made of Japanese silk and cost more zan
you earn in a year. Vy is zer a dead man on zis bed?

Fox:

Zat, I mean that is what we’re trying to determine here. Will you please leave.
(Pepe, Rugglie, Fabreeze and Juleee all start to exit)

Fox:

No, not all of you! Just Pepe. Oh, and also you miss (Spoken to Fabreeze).
(Fabreeze and Pepe exit)

Fox:

Mr Rugglie. Nobody is to leave this hotel.

Rugglie:

Is this really necessary Inspector?

Fox:

Absolutely necessary. Someone in this hotel is a murderer.
(Gridlock enters. She is wearing golfing clothes)

Gridlock:

Right! What’s going on?

Juleee:

Chief Inspector Gridlock!

Gridlock:

None other. It’s a great pleasure to meet you, Mr Rugglie. I was delayed. Playing golf.

Juleee:

Really? We’d never have guessed.

Gridlock:

Well done Sergeant, I’ll take it from here.

Rugglie:

Sergeant? But I thought he was an Inspector.

Gridlock:

Yes he is. And a damned fine one, but his first name is Sergeant.

Rugglie:

Sergeant Inspector Fox?

Juleee:

No. Inspector Sergeant Fox.

Fox:

Yes. My mother was a Chief Inspector of the Metropolitan force. She always wanted me
to follow her footsteps.

Juleee:

But not overtake her apparently.

Gridlock:

Tell me Sergeant. What do you see here?

Fox:

The results of a violent struggle with a murderous attacker.

Gridlock:

Wrong. I see a different story. It’s just too easy to jump to conclusions. You. Mr Rugglie.
Pick a number between 1 and 10.

Rugglie:

Er…7?

Gridlock:

Wrong! It’s 5. (Spoken to Juleee) Which is grammatically correct: ‘The yoke of all eggs
are white’, or ‘The yoke of all eggs is white’? Are or is? Which?
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Juleee:

Er…Is! Yes, Is white?

Gridlock:

Wrong! They’re yellow! You’re concentrating on the details and missing the obvious.

Fox:

But.

Gridlock:

There are no buts, only ifs.

Juleee:

What the heck does that mean?

Gridlock:

Exactly! Ifs lead to speculations. Sergeant! Examine the middle fingers of each of the
victim’s hands. Which one has the raised area of hard skin on the side of the
Knuckle?

Fox:

The left.

Gridlock:

That means Mr Doulton was left handed. The pen rubs against the inside of the knuckle,
which also means that he favoured the left eye. That’s always the case.

Juleee:

What does that tell us Detective Inspector?
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Gridlock:

It means that our Mr Doulton was kneeling at this keyhole, peering through with his left
eye when the murderer shot a poisoned dart through the hole
(She demonstrates this posture)

Fox:

That’s brilliant Constable. How did the body get onto the bed though?

Rugglie:

Hang on a minute. Constable? I thought you were a Chief Inspector.

Juleee:

Constable is the detective inspector’s first name.

Rugglie:

Detective Inspector Constable Gridlock?

Gridlock:

Exactly! Now tell me Fox, where exactly is Mr Doulton’s left eye?

Juleee:

(She hands her the eye and dart) Here we are Chief.

Gridlock:

Thanks. Now, tell me Mr Rugglie,. What was Mr Doulton doing in the wrong room?

Juleee:

Constable? How do you happen to know that the victim’s name is Doulton? Also, how
did you know he wasn’t booked into this room?

Fox:

Yes. I was curious about that. After all, you weren’t here when those two pieces of
information were revealed.

Gridlock:

Call it instinct? Call it lazy writing? Call it whatever you will. Mr Rugglie! Gather all the
staff and guests in the lobby immediately.
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Rugglie:

Yes Constable!
(Rugglie is about to exit)

Gridlock:

Oh, and Mr Rugglie

Rugglie:

Yes.

Gridlock:

Call me Chief Inspector.
(Rugglie exits. Lights down. Tabs closed)
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Scene 3 – The Hotel Lobby.
(Tabs open. Lights up. Mischa, Fox, Grid & Juleee on stage)
Mischa:

I assure you inspector I was tucked up in bed last night. I have a play tomorrow you
know.

Gridlock:

That’s right. You’re making a comeback. Attempting to revive your flagging career.

Mischa:

My career has never flagged. It has merely been on hold since my tragic car accident.
Perhaps you read about it?

Gridlock:

Yes. You lost your leg didn’t you? It must be very difficult negotiating stairs?

Mischa:

I live in a bungalow now.

Gridlock:

What about here at the hotel?

Mischa:

I use the lifts.

Gridlock:

What was your relationship with Doulton?

Mischa:

I really don’t know what you mean.

Gridlock:

One of the maids saw you entering his room yesterday afternoon.

Mischa:

That’s a dirty lie. A slur on my character. I happen to be a happily married woman. My
husband is a leading Harley street doctor.

Gridlock:

We’ve got you entering the room on the hotel security video.

Mischa:

I refuse to say anything else until my lawyer’s here.

Gridlock:

That’s your privilege. You can go, but don’t leave the hotel. Oh, by the way, which leg is
it?

Mischa:

Which leg is what?

Gridlock:

The false one?

Mischa:

Well, if you must know, the left one is solid Peruvian Pinewood. Finest quality.

Gridlock:

Is that so. Now sergeant!
(Fox suddenly kicks her in the left leg)

Mischa:

Ow!
(Mischa stands up and stage slaps Fox in the face. Fox collapses to the floor)

Fox:

Ow! That hurt.

Gridlock:

Ha!
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Juleee:

Sergeant (Rushing to him) Are you alright, Sergeant?
(Juleee turns and angrily grabs Mischa by the hair, accidentally pulling off her wig.
Mischa covers her head. Shocked, Juleee hands the wig to Gridlock)

Gridlock:

You haven’t got a wooden leg Mrs Schmidt. I wonder what else you are hiding?

Mischa:

My name isn’t Schmidt. It’s Connolly. I want to see my lawyer.

Gridlock:

Connolly is a familiar name. (Checking register) There’s a Doctor Paul Connolly, but
he’s in a different room to you.

Fox:

(Reviving) Where am I (looks into Juleee’s face) I must be in Heaven. Look, there’s an
Angel (Passing out again).

Gridlock:

Right Juleee. Take him to the kitchen for a cup of tea. Mr Rugglie, can you ask Dr
Connolly to come down here please?

Rugglie:

Right away Chief Inspector.
(Gridlock checks the register again, as Connolly and Miss Tantalana enter)

Tantalana:

You must be the Chief Inspector. My client is willing to co-operate, up to a point you
understand.

Gridlock:

How did you get here so quickly?

Connolly:

Call it a doctor’s intuition.

Tantalana:

Call it a lawyer’s know-how (Tapping her nose)

Juleee:

Call it lazy writing!

Gridlock:

You are Mischa’s husband?

Connolly:

Yes. We’ve been happily married for a year now.

Juleee:

Happily married! How come you’re in different rooms then?

Tantalana:

My client doesn’t have to answer that.

Gridlock:

You operated on Mischa after the car crash didn’t you?

Connolly:

That is correct. I removed what was left of the leg.

Juleee:

Of the left leg?

Connolly:

Yes.

Gridlock:

You removed what was left of the left leg?

Connolly:

Yes. She was so brave. So beautiful.
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Juleee:

I’ll bet her legs were heavily insured what with her being such a famous dancer and
performer?

Tantalana:

What exactly are you getting at?

Gridlock:

Fraud, Miss Tantalana!

Tantalana:

How do you know my name?

Gridlock:

It’s my business to know these things.

Juleee:

You betrayed your profession, Doctor Connolly, by pretending to remove her leg, so the
pair of you could collect a six figure sum on the insurance. You are both still living that
lie.

Tantalana:

Alright, but what has this got to do with Doulton’s murder?

Gridlock:

(Taking a small note from her pocket) I found this secret note hidden in your wig, Mrs
Connolly.
(We hear Doulton’s voice, spoken from off stage)

Doulton:

My dear sweet Mischa. Last night was glorious. Your skin is like the finest Wedgwood
creamware and your eyes…

Tantalana:

Is this really necessary? Can’t you see this is upsetting my client?

Gridlock:

I’ll cut to the chase then.

Doulton:

And don’t worry Mischa darling, your little secret is safe with me. For a small price.
Shall we say £10,000 to start with?

Connolly:

What? You mean my wife was being blackmailed by that rat? That scum deserved to die!

Tantalana:

Paul! Don’t say another word!

Karisma:

(A maid, entering) Oh, madam. There’s been a horrible murder!

Juleee:

We are fully aware of this fact.

Karisma:

No madam! He’s in the kitchen. Poor chef found him in the freezer.
(Lights down. Tabs closed)
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Scene 4 – The hotel’s kitchen
(Tabs open. Lights up. Pepe, Zell, Fox, Gridlock, Juleee, Rugglie enter. Table with
large mixing bowl. Dead, frozen man on chair, completely covered with cloth. There
is a cupboard at stage left)
Fox:

Mr Zell, the assistant chef found the body, Chief Inspector.

Gridlock:

It’s good to see you’ve recovered Sergeant. Now, Mr Zell, what happened?

Zell:

Eet is terrible! I am opening the freezer to get some meat and zer he is! He is
dead…frozen

Pepe:

And naked

Fox:

I took the decision to remove him from the freezer before the body became too encased in
ice. Here he is!
(Fox removes the cloth with a flourish)

Fox:

Voila!
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Juleee:

Oh, very dramatic Sergeant.

Gridlock:

I thought you said he was naked?

Pepe:

Zat was just for a dramatic effect.

Juleee:

I wonder who he is.

Pepe:

Zis is Mr Bosch, the stupid vegetarian. He insisted on vatching us prepare every meal.

Fox:

Interesting. What room was he in?

Rugglie:

He was in room 14, but he checked out two days ago.

Juleee:

He certainly did.

Gridlock:

Room 14? The plot thickens.

Karisma:

Aaaaah!

Fox:

What’s the matter miss?

Karisma:

(Pointing) There’s someone hiding behind that cupboard.

Gridlock:

(Drawing a pistol) Alright! Come out with your hands on your head.

Juleee:

You’re not meant to have a gun!
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Christian:

(Emerging from behind the cupboard) I can explain.

Gridlock:

I said, put your hands on your head.

Christian:

Can’t I just hold them up, like this? I’ve just washed and blow dried my hair and I don’t
want to get it all messed up.

Pepe:

Vot zee hell are you doing in my kitchen?

Gridlock:

Christian! This is most suspicious. First we have a dead frozen man in the kitchen and
then we find you hiding here.

Juleee:

Er, you can stop comforting her now Sergeant. She seems quite calm now.

Fox:

Oh, er, yes.

Christian:

This isn’t what it looks like. You see, I’m not with the Porcelain convention. I was only
pretending to be an ordinary guest. In reality, I’m a …….

Pepe:

A stinking Food Inspector.
(Pepe makes a spitting noise and gesture)

Christian:

You could lose your licence for that, you know.

Pepe:

(Approaches him, waving a large chopper) Inspect this you dirty, sneaking, lurking
piece of feelth.
(Karisma shrieks again and is immediately comforted by Fox)

Juleee:

Feelth?

Gridlock:

Come on Pepe! Don’t do anything you might regret. Leave it to us.

Pepe:

Regret? Ha! I’m going to chop off his stinking stroovites, mince them with a little pepper
and stoof them in his filthy little kraplutz!
(Gridlock shoots Pepe in the arm, Karisma screams, and faints in Fox’s arms.
Fabreeze and Rugglie rush in.)

Gridlock:

Quick! Grab his chopping instrument.
(Juleee, Rugglie and Gridlock grapple with Pepe. The gun goes off again)

Christian:

(Making for the exit) Ow! (Clutching his shoulder) You’ve shot me. This blood will
never come out (He faints)

Gridlock:

Sorry.

Juleee:

Sorry? I warned you about this Chief. Only the A.S.U. are meant to carry guns. You
haven’t had any training.
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Gridlock:

It was a Christmas present from Sergeant. I forgot I had it. Anyway, Miss Fabreeze. Can
you telephone for an ambulance please. (Fabreeze exits)

Fox:

(Finally releasing Karisma) So Christian really is a Kitchen Inspector?

Gridlock:

(Examining Christian’s ID) Yes. According to this ID card that I’ve just taken from his
pocket. He is an officer of the Food Hygiene Council.

Fox:

So he was secretly inspecting the kitchen when the body was discovered, and decided to
keep out of sight?
(Rugglie and the others leave, carrying the wounded with them)

Gridlock:

Indeed. But it may surprise you to know that we are one giant step closer to identifying
our murderer. Juleee, have you brought your laptop with you?

Juleee:

Yes Chief!

Gridlock:

I’d like you to run a check on our Mr Bosch. Fingerprints, photo. The lot! (She
approaches the body in the chair). Both victims in room 14 hey? Interesting.
(Lights down, Tabs closed)
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Scene 5 – The Hotel lobby
(Tabs open. Lights up. There’s a small table with a heavy looking statue on stage
right. Brittony, Kitty, Mischa, Connolly, and the rugby blokes are discussing
something in hushed tones as Gridlock approaches the desk. Fabreeze is at the desk,
talking to Liam)
Kitty:

Shh! She’s here.

Liam:

So, if you could just finalise my bill, I’ll be leaving.

Gridlock:

Not so fast Mr Sheen. I said nobody was to leave this hotel.

Liam:

Yes, but that surely doesn’t include me. After all, I arrived after the murder of poor Mr
Doulton.

Gridlock:

Oh yes. You’ve made that piece of information very clear to everyone.

Liam:

Are you accusing me of something Detective Inspector?

Gridlock:

(Meaningfully) Should I be?

Brittony:

(Approaching the desk) Er, Mrs Gridlock…

Gridlock:

It’s Detective Inspector Brittony. And I’m a miss.

Brittony:

Myself, and the other guests, would like to know when we can leave?

Kitty:

Yes Inspector. I need to get home soon otherwise nobody will be there to feed my Lionel

Fabreeze:

Your dog?

Kitty:

No. Lionel’s my toy boy. He’s only 75 you know.

Rugby man: Only 75?
Kitty:

Yes. I’ve nothing to be ashamed of. Many mature women go out with men that are much
younger than themselves.

Gridlock:

Everyone must stay here until 6pm this evening.

Brittony:

Why? What’s going to happen then?

Gridlock:

I will reveal the identity of the murderer. Or should I say the double murderer.

All:

Oh! O.K., Fair enough etc.

Juleee:

(Entering, out of breath, giving Gridlock a piece of paper) Look at this Chief. Bosch
had a criminal record as long as your arm.

Gridlock:

(Reading) Robbery, violent assault, fraud, Robbery with violence, Violent robbery,
Fraudulent assault, assault with a….
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Juleee:

Yes. I’ve read it. The point is, Bosch had only been released from prison one week before
he booked in here at the hotel.

Fox:

(Entering) Yes. And his real name was Bill Witherspoon. He was one of the gang that
carried out the Harrods jewellery robbery. They took 2 million quid’s worth of jewellery.

Juleee:

The other two were given 10 years, but Witherspoon ratted them out and went on the
witness protection scheme. And anyway, Sergeant, how do you know all this?

Fox:

I’ve been doing a little checking up of my own Juleee.

Juleee:

(Bitterly) Really? I’m surprised you could tear yourself away from that little cry-baby
maid.

Fox:

Her name happens to be Karisma. And I was simply comforting her.

Juleee:

I’ll bet!
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Gridlock:

Cut it out you two.

Fabreeze:

So Witherspoon was given a new identity and sent into hiding here at the hotel when the
other two robbers were released.

Fox:

To protect him from their inevitable vengeance. After all, they got ten years because of
Bill.

Liam:

Look. Can I just pay my bill and leave?

Gridlock:

I thought you were here for the porcelain convention, which is taking place tonight.

Liam:

I’ve er…changed my mind. Something urgent has come up.

Gridlock:

No. Mr Sheen. You are not leaving. The convention will go ahead as usual tonight and
everyone that is meant to be there will be there. Two people at that convention are
responsible for Doulton’s and Witherspoon’s murder.

Fabreeze:

Are you saying that Doulton was killed by mistake?

Mischa:

Just because he was in room 14?

Fox:

Exactly! Doulton’s death was as a result of two tragic misunderstandings.

Tantalana:

(Entering) I’m terribly sorry to spoil things Gridlock but I’m afraid my clients are not
legally obliged to remain your prisoners in this hotel for a minute longer.

Fox:

Your clients?

Tantalana:

I now represent every guest and member of staff in this hotel. They needn’t answer any
more questions or remain here unless you are going to charge them with anything.
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Gridlock:

Well, that’s spoiled everything!

Connolly:

Don’t be too hasty now Tantalana.

Mischa:

Yes, remember, we’ve already admitted to Insurance fraud. We don’t want to make
matters worse.

Tantalana:

Oh shut up. This is much more important than fraud. This is my first murder case and I’m
standing firm.

Fabreeze:

But you’ll be allowing the guilty person to get away.

Tantalana:

Everybody is guilty of something.

Gridlock:

Everybody and nobody.

Juleee:

What are you talking about?

Gridlock:

Very well Tantalana. I can’t stop you making a name for yourself. You can all leave.

Fox:

You’re not going to let her just take them away.

Mischa:

Can I have a word in private just for a moment (to Tantalana)

Tantalana:

Very well Mischa, but just for a moment. I’m a very busy person.
(Mischa takes Tantalana to stage right, removes heavy looking statue from a small
table and hits her over the head with it. Tantalana falls to the floor in a crumpled
heap. All applaud).

Mischa:

(Returning to the counter) There we are. That’s shut her up. Now you can get on with
the solving bit.

Fox:

Thank you Mischa. I think we should interview Bob. He holds the key to the whole thing.

Juleee:

Yes. After all, he took both of the victims to room 14.

Gridlock:

Of course, I’ll interview him right away. Miss Fabreeze. Where would I find Bob now?

Fabreeze:

Let me see. It’s 5pm. He would be sweeping up in the restaurant.

Gridlock:

Excellent. I’ll go and speak to him.

Fox:

Let me interview him sir.

Juleee:

It would be better if you let the Chief Inspector do it Sergeant.

Fox:

Why Juleee?

Gridlock:

Yes, why shouldn’t he Juleee?
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(Juleee sighs, shrugs shoulders, takes Gridlock down stage centre, in front of the
audience)
Juleee:

(Spoken in a loud whisper) Sergeant Fox and Bob are both played by the same actor.
You should interview Bob.

Gridlock:

But Sergeant can be very persuasive in interviews. He’s quite good you know.

Juleee:

They can’t be, you know, together at the same time.

Gridlock:

No, sorry Juleee. I know you mean well but I’m letting Fox handle this one on his own.

Juleee:

That’s the point. He will be.

Gridlock:

Will be what?

Juleee:

On his own.
(Lights down. Tabs closed.)
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Scene 6 – The restaurant
(Tabs open. Lights up. The reception desk is still set at stage left in semi darkness.
Clara is frozen in the act of answering the ‘phone at the counter. Doulton stands at
the desk with his case. A few tables and chairs. Bob is brushing up. He has his back
to us throughout the entire scene. Karisma is setting the tables for dinner. There’s a
menu whiteboard and pen at stage right.)
Fox:

(Entering at stage left) Ah, Bob! Could I have a few words with you?

Bob:

How can I help you sir?

Fox:

Can you describe to me in detail what happened when you were asked to take Mr
Doulton’s bags to room 14.

Bob:

Certainly, sir. I remember that it was Miss Fabreeze’s day off and Clara was on the
reception.
(Clara unfreezes. She has a heavy cold)

Clara:

(Lights up) Yes certainly madam. Dat’s a double room for next week. Oh, Bob!
Achooooo!

Bob:

(Crossing to the desk) Bless you Clara. That’s a nasty cold you’ve got there. What can I
do for you?

Clara:

Could you take Mr Doulton’s bag up to room fordee? Achoo!

Bob:

Yes, right away Miss Clara. (Bob picks bag up and Doulton begins to follow him stage
right). And then I took his bags up to the room.

Fox:

To room 14?

Bob:

Yes sir.

Fox:

But Clara had a bad cold. She could have said 40, couldn’t she?

Bob:

I suppose so sir. That would explain why the room was such a mess when we got there.

Karisma:

(She’s been listening in) And would also explain why room 40 has been unoccupied for
the last few days.

Fox:

Oh, hello Miss Karisma. Tell me Bob, when did Mr Bosch check out of room 14?

Bob:

Well, let me see. That would be the day before I took Mr Doulton’s bags up to the room.

Fox:

Did you see him actually leave the hotel?

Bob:

Not that I know of. We all thought that was strange.

Doulton:

Can I go now?
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Fox:

Yes, of course. This flashback is over now. (Doulton leaves). And (To Clara) you as
well.

Clara:

Thanks Sergeant (She exits).

Gridlock:

(Entering with Juleee) Any luck, Sergeant?

Fox:

Absolutely. We must check the register right away.
(They move to register and open it. Lights down for 20 seconds. Lights up on the
same location. Pepe, Zell, Kitty, Brittony, and all the others on stage now)

Gridlock:

Ahh! That explains everything.

Rugglie:

(Popping up from behind the counter) Explains what?

Gridlock:

It seems Mr Bosch, or Witherspoon as we know him, never actually did check out from
room 14. He was murdered here in the hotel, at least 3 days ago..

Fox:

Strangled as it turns out
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Juleee:

Strangled by one of his partners in crime. One of the robbers he had betrayed and who
had just been released from prison.

Rugglie:

And his body hidden in the fridge for 3 days.

Gridlock:

Wrong!

Fox:

But that’s where we found him.

Gridlock:

Wrong again! It was Mr Zell who supposedly found the body.

Zell:

But I did find zee body. Eet vos terrible.

Gridlock:

Now, now, Mr Zell. Or should I say Bert Talbot, convicted jewellery thief. You knew
Witherspoon was hiding here under a false name. So you pretend to be a chef and get a
job here.

Juleee:

How did he find that out?

Gridlock:

Never mind that. I’ll explain it later. So it was an easy matter to take a glance at the
register to see which room he was in.

Pepe:

Mr Zell! Zees is most upsetting to hear. I gave you zis job out of the kindness of my
heart.

Zell:

(Dropping the accent) Alright plod. It’s an interesting theory, but you can’t prove a
thing.
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Fox:

As a matter of fact, we have an eye-witness who saw you drag the body into the fridge
just minutes before you pretended to find it.

Christian:

T’was me. You naughty boy.

Mischa:

So we can all go now detective Inspector?

Gridlock:

Not quite yet.

Juleee:

But we’ve got the murderer right here.

Gridlock:

We’ve got Witherspoon’s murderer. Someone else killed Mr Doulton.

Rugglie:

(Suddenly understanding) Because the person who killed him thought he was
Witherspoon.

Mischa:

Because he’d been put in room 14 by mistake?

Gridlock:

Precisely! Both of Witherspoon’s partners in crime had been released on the same day.
Both wanted revenge for his betrayal.

Juleee:

But neither had spoken to each other in prison.

Fox:

Because they were in different cells. So they both came here separately to kill the same
person.

Juleee:

And neither knew what the other was up to.

Fabreeze:

So you’re telling us that someone here murdered Mr Doulton?

Gridlock:

The murderer struck the same day Doulton checked in.

Rugglie:

You mean he’d been lying dead on the bed all that time?

Gridlock:

Exactly!

Fox:

I see. You mean both men were killed on the same day.

Juleee:

Yes, of course! Doulton must have returned his key to reception sometime that day.

Gridlock:

To Clara. Remember?

Juleee:

And when he came back later he asked for his key.

Fox:

And she, quite naturally gave him the key to room 40.

Connolly:

But how would he get back in with the wrong key.

Karisma:

He didn’t need to use the key to get back in, because the door to room 14 was open. I was
cleaning the room.

Gridlock:

So, the killer manages to get their hands on the key to room 14 and, when it’s very quiet,
locks Doulton in his room.
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Mischa:

Doulton can’t get out. He phones reception.

Juleee:

Asks Clara to send someone up to let him out.

Ffiona:

She sent me Detective Inspector. But…

Fox:

There was no-one in room 40 was there Ffiona?

Ffiona:

No sir! It was very strange.

Juleee:

Because Doulton was in room 14, peering through the keyhole.

Fox:

Asking a member of staff to let him out.

Connolly:

Asking someone he thought was a member of staff to let him out.

Mischa:

But that person had a blow pipe and a poisoned dart.

Fabreeze:

And access to a room key.

All:

Oh. Ah. I see. I understand.

Gridlock:

There was one person who had the opportunity and who
Also knew which room Doulton was in.

Juleee:

Oh! You mean?

Fox:

Of course! It must be…
(Bob turns to face the audience)

Bob:

(Stepping forward with a gun) Alright copper! You’ve
poked your big nose in for the last time.

Gridlock:

I haven’t got a big nose. Anyway, I thought Fox was doubling as you?

Juleee:

That’s your gun! He’s got your gun. I told you not to just leave it lying around.

Mischa:

So it was Bob all along.

Bob:

Yes, and I’d do it all over again if I had the chance.

Ffiona:

But why would you do that? He’s already dead.

Bob:

It’s just a figure of speech you idiot!

Gridlock:

You deliberately took Doulton to room 14 didn’t you? You didn’t mishear Carla.

Juleee:

Yes, and then you knocked him out from behind, stuck the poison dart in his eye and laid
him out on the bed.

Fox:

You deliberately misled us into thinking he’d been killed by someone outside the room.
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Bob:

Yes, that swine deserved to die. I recognised him as soon as I saw him at reception.
Twenty years ago that piece of filth cheated me out of my inheritance. I was selling all
my mother’s stuff after she passed away and I took some pieces of porcelain to be valued
at an antiques dealer in the High Street. He told me it wasn’t worth much. But agreed to
take it off my hands for a hundred quid.

Fabreeze:

But it was worth much more?

Bob:

Much more? Half a million pounds that so-and-so cheated me out of.

Fox:

Hang on a minute. You mean the murder had nothing to do with Witherspoon?

Bob:

Of course not. The whole mistaken identity thing put everyone off the scent. And now,
I’ll be leaving and taking a little insurance with me. (He grabs Juleee as a hostage).

Fox:

Take your stinking hands off her you scoundrel.

Bob:

My hands are not stinking. I use Palmolive hand cream.

Gridlock:

And I haven’t got a big nose.

Bob:

It was only an expression. Anyway! Nobody move.

Juleee:

What about me?

Bob:

What?

Juleee:

I mean, I’ll have to move if you’re going to take me as a hostage. You can’t carry me can
you?

Bob:

Shut up! All of you.

Fox:

Harm her and I’ll hunt you down like a dog.

Mischa:

Does that mean you’re the dog or he’s the dog. I don’t understand?

Pepe:

(Entering, wearing a sling, and brandishing his meat cleaver) That does it. I’m going
to chop off his Mantovanis.
(Pepe lunges at him. The gun goes off. There is widespread panic as the gun goes off
again. Bob is grappled to the floor and Juleee is dragged to safety by Fox)

Pepe:

(Clutching his arm) Not again. (Clutching other arm and collapses).

Gridlock:

(Dragging Bob to his feet) Take him away Sergeant.

Fox:

Right away Detective Inspector. I’m sorry I hurt you Juleee. I was only flirting with her.

Juleee:

That’s OK, Sergeant. I understand that all men are deeply insecure and need constant
reassurance.

Fox:

Er, thanks! I think.
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(Juleee and Fox exit with Bob)
Mischa:

Well done Chief Inspector Gridlock.

Connolly:

Yes. You’ve solved another seemingly impossible case.

Brittony:

I suppose we can all leave now?

Gridlock:

What makes you think that you can just leave?

Brittony:

Well, I just assumed.

Gridlock:

Never assume. Because it makes an ass of u and me.
(Gridlock writes the letters ASS U ME on the menu whiteboard)

Mischa:

Oh, that’s very clever.

Gridlock:

Thank you. I like to think of that as my catchphrase.

Mischa:

Yeah. It’s not really a phrase though, is it? A phrase is a group of 2 or more words that
make sense together, but don’t form a clause. Yours doesn’t do that.

Ffiona:

Yes. She’s right. I learned that at school.

Gridlock:

And yet, after all that education, here you are…a maid. Seriously, I’m wasted on you lot.
(Suddenly, a group of 6 people, dressed in traditional Chinese costumes (Several
actors in a Chinese festival dragon costume could also join the group) enter from
stage right. They surround the reception desk. Mr Rugglie and Fabreeze cross to
them. Everyone else watches)

Rugglie:

Hello. Can I help you?

Mrs So:

Oh, yes. Thanks. We’re here for the China convention. It’s our New Year celebration.

Fabreeze:

(Spoken to Rugglie) I told you. Didn’t I?

Rugglie:

Could you get that banner back up please Mrs Fabreeze?
(Light down. Tabs closed. The End)
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Properties and Stage Furniture
Fake eyeball with dart attached
Hotel reception bell
Hotel reception desk
Bed
Side table
Chain
2 toy handguns
2 notepads and pencils
Magnifying glass
Banner with message (Pre-set for start of scene 1)
2 porcelain figures
Hotel room key
Fake toenail
Whiteboard
Whiteboard pen
Table (For kitchen)
Hotel signing-in book
Chinese dragon costume (Strictly optional)
Large fake cleaver
A wig
A small handwritten note
A heavy-looking but lightweight statue
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